
2018_19 AP Calculus BC – Summer Packet 
 

Focus 1: Log and Exponential Functions    Brief Notes:   If     then  

          rewrite as logs to solve exp equations 

          rewrite as exp to solve log equations 

1) Rewrite  as an exponential equation 

2) Rewrite  as a logarithmic equation 

3) Rewrite  as a logarithmic equation 

4) Without a calculator, solve for the unknown:      

5) Use a calculator to solve for the unknown:      

6) Without a calculator, solve for the unknown:   

7) Use a calculator to solve for the unknown:  

8) Rewrite using properties of logarithms:   

9) Rewrite using properties of logarithms:   

10) Rewrite using properties of logarithms:   

11) Rewrite using properties of logarithms:   

12) Rewrite using properties of logarithms:   

13) Condense using properties of logarithms:  

14) Condense using properties of logarithms:  

15) Condense using properties of logarithms:  

16) Condense using properties of logarithms:  

17) Find the derivative :    

18) Find the derivative :    

19) Find the derivative :    

 



Focus 2:  Derivatives       Some rules: constant, power, product, quotient 

          trig fns, , ln(x), implicit 

1) Find   given   

2) Find  given  

3) Find   given   

4) Given functions  and , with , , , and ,  find at    : 

a.     c.     

b.      d.    

5) Given  ,  find  

6) Given ,  find   

7) Find the slope of the “Witch of Agnesi”, given by   at the point  

8) Given  ,  find  

9) Given ,  find the slope at point (1,1) 

10) Given functions  and  and values shown in the table, determine the following quantities : 

     
2 -1 5 -4 -3 
5 3 -6 7 11 
8 6 3 4 2 

 

 Average RoC of  on   c.    Instantaneous RoC of  at 

b.     d.    

11) Find any horizontal tangents to the curve  

12) Determine the point at which the function   is perpendicular to the line  

13) Find   given   

14) Given   , find  



Focus 3: Integrals       Brief Notes: Do you need u-substitution ? 
            (probably) 

1) Find        PATTERN RECOGNITION 

2) Without a calculator, determine  

3) Find  

4) Without a calculator, determine  

5) Without a calculator, determine   

6) Given    and     ,  determine   

7) Given  ,  find  

8) Without a calculator, determine   

9) Given  ,  find   

10) Determine the average value of  on the interval  

11) Without a calculator, determine  

12) Without a calculator, determine  

13) Determine  

14) Each labeled region (A, B, and C) in the graph of  (shown to the 

right) has an area of 3 square units.  Determine . 

15) Use a calculator to determine   accurate to 3 decimal places. 

16) Use a calculator to determine   accurate to 3 decimal places. 

17) The graph of  is shown to the right.  If , determine . 

 



Focus 4:  Net Accumulation   

1) 2009 B - Calculator Required 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) 2008 A – Calculator Required 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3) 2004 A – Calculator Required 

    



Focus 5: Volume    

1) 2008 B  – Calculator Required 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) 2008 A – Calculator Required 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3) 2007 – B – Calculator Required 

 


